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Student Profile

Applied before? no

Previously funded? no

Merit scholarship? no

Majors/Minors/Certificates (reported by Student):

Economics, Environmental Science and Policy minor

Majors/Minors/Certificates from PeopleSoft:

Economics (BS), Environmental Sci & Pol (MIN)

Campus Affiliations:

Student Environmental Sustainability Committee (SESC); DSG Subcommittee

Campus Council: Facilities and Services Committee

FAC Program

Tutor for Partners for Youth (Durham high school tutoring program)

FOCUS involvement:

Focus: Evolution & Humankind (Fall 2009)

Study abroad experience:

none

Will your program/project entail travel outside the United States: no

Do you have a current passport, valid 6 months past the first day of classes next year: yes

Passport Name:

George Anthony Carotenuto

Passport Expiration:

09/10/2018

US Citizenship Status from PeopleSoft:

Citizen

Has Social Security Card that can be brought to DE office: no

Accepted the Terms and Conditions:

yes

Health Insurance:

Name: George T Carotenuto

Policy #:

Carrier: Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of NJ

Curricular Requirements

Using project to meet internship requirement for a major or certificate program? no

Major, program, or certificate for internship:

Consider Other Group Project Placement

If your 1st and 2nd choice of programs are full, are you willing to

consider placement in another group program? yes

Short Essay Questions

1. Explain your rationale for choosing to apply to this group program. Why do you desire to serve in this location or with

this population? (250 words maximum)

The message of DukeEngage is "Challenge yourself. Change your world." There is perhaps no better place to carry out
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that mission than Washington, DC, epicenter of political "worldchanging." Political apathy is something that plagues our

country continually, as choices made in every election cycle dictate the agenda. During this time of economic uncertainty

and international unrest, it is even more vital that the most voices get heard in our electoral process. In this moment

when our future matters most, it is paramount that we engage and voice the concerns of Americas youngest voters,

who will bear the brunt (good or bad) of today's policy choices.

Rock the Vote is powerful in that it works so hard at both these ends. It strives to get all those voices not only heard,

but also educated through their variety of civics classes. Rather than teaching political platforms, they show voters how

to think and identify the issues most relevant to their lives. It is this teaching opportunity, this chance to go beyond my

tutoring experience, that draws me most to RTV.

This DukeEngage is unique because we live and work together, creating a complete community of scholars entirely

immersed in the focus of the program. In this manner, the most "change" can be made; we will be "challenged"

constantly, by not only our supervisors at RTV, but also each other. While I may not pursue a career in politics,

elections will always captivate me, and the community this program offers is unparalleled.

2. Describe one or two experiences you have had that demonstrate your ability to contribute to this program in a

meaningful way. (250 words maximum)

Fibrodysplasia Ossificans Progressiva, FOP, is a genetic disorder that plagues the entire body by replacing muscle and

connective tissue with bone. It is exceptionally rare, but one of its victims is my friend Ian. Despite constant pain and

near-complete immobilization, Ian's spirit (and his motorized scooter) is unstoppable.

In 2004, Newark Academy began a 5K Run for FOP Research. I gave $20 and ran, but I don't recall having an

overwhelming compassion for the cause.

Two years later, I was invited to the FOP Lab at Penn. I met the doctors who discovered the gene that causes FOP,

sat at the bench where they made that breakthrough. I watched rats in which FOP treatment was being tested,

glimpsing a fire in the Dr. Kaplan's eyes and hearing sincere hope in his voice. As I left, I walked down a hall of photos

of children with FOP, finding one of a boy, young and happy, whose smile I'd come to know so well.

Back at school, I began logging more hours in our Dean's office, taking the helm of our Run. Over the phone and around

town, I left my comfort zone, no longer shying away from talking to managers or soliciting donations; no longer afraid to

tell them Ian's story. Outside of that context, I remained silent about my work--fundraising milestones were nothing

compared to Ian's life. One goal mattered: adding no more pictures to that long corridor at Penn.

3. Describe an experience you have had that demonstrates one of the following characteristics: open-mindedness,

flexibility, or adaptability. (250 words maximum)

As I neared the middle of a problem set on some ridiculous vector theorem, I picked up my pencil and flung it across

the room. It was Thursday, September 10 (my 18th birthday), and, at 10 oclock at night, I was fed up with multivariable

calculus. Two weeks in, and I already considered taking this class both an egregious error in judgment and a potential

anchor on my GPA for the next seven semesters. The concepts were foreign to me, the professor's teaching style

incomprehensible, and the homework due each Friday punitively tedious. In short, this beast was challenging my mental

stability and ruining my birthday.

Because a birthday wish couldnt effectively save me that night, I vowed to begin doing things differently. At 18, it was

time to assume adulthood and ask for assistance. I started going to the help room on Sunday nights to get a head start

on the week's homework. That place afforded me solace, but I was still shocked by the difficulty of the first midterm,

and I spent much of the subsequent week complaining about the class. Just as I noticed on my birthday, airing

grievances was not magically making the work complete itself nor adding points to my test score. So I took matters into

my own hands by making the textbook my new appendage and the help room my new residence hall. Ultimately, the B+

I earned in the course was more satisfying than any A I've ever received.

4. What have you done to learn about issues related to this program and host community? You may include both

curricular and co-curricular experiences. (250 words maximum)

Political apathy in 18-29 year olds is nothing new. Classes in both high school and college have taught me all about it,

and working briefly with the Obama campaign in 2008 gave me some personal contact with the issue. It is also no

secret that Rock the Vote is a powerful organization whose successes in increasing youth voter turnout are well
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documented. Thus, I initially wrote off this DukeEngage--it felt too simple and "nine to five." But upon further inspection,

I realized that this program offers exactly what I want: hands on experience in teaching.

As I thought about my own experience with civics and American history, I came to see that so much of my passion for

the subject is because of the incredible teachers I had. My middle school civics teacher was famous for running a

"Lewis & Clark Expedition" around our school, and charged us with the task of impersonating American history icons in

her annual "Wax Museum." My teacher in high school taught me to argue with history, rather than simply memorizing it,

and was ultimately my inspiration for participating in clubs like Model Congress. Their passion got me excited about

American history and politics, and now I want to pay that forward. In examining RTV's "Democracy Class," I know that

their goal is to not only foster informed voters, but also make voting cool. Participating in democracy is so awesome,

and I would love to help more people see it that way.

5. Describe an experience you have had living or working with a group. What insights about yourself and/or group

dynamics did you learn? (250 words maximum)

On the first day of the New Jersey Scholars Program, our Director implored us to "pull out the stops," and explained

that that expression refers to pulling handles out of organ pipes to produce more sound. The 39 of us, packed in a

sweltering little house, took this message literally, beginning a chatter that lasted 24 hours a day.

We were egged on by our professors, who passionately taught us all about India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, our

program's theme. They worked to erase our vast ignorance on that subject, but also to challenge our traditional notions

of education. We had no tests or grades, yet we all showed up every day with the reading done and papers submitted.

There were no consequences, but I was still so nervous. Having easily held our own in highschool, we were each so

afraid to be overshadowed, sitting quietly in class as the chatter buzzed overhead.

Of course, that noise was not purely academic. Watergun fights and raucous cheers about the Euro Cup regularly

interrupted our debates about the 2008 Presidential election. And that racket was not all talk; our Director asked that

we put on an "Arts Festival," so I returned to piano, finding peace in "Musetta's Waltz."

Five minutes and one idiom in, I already had my mind blown. Five sleep-deprived weeks later, we learned how to work

our dissonant chords together, coming in and out of the melody to play one organ with all the stops pulled out.

Health and Safety Considerations

Washington DC is a modern American city, and as such has its own set of risks. While we may not be subjected to

foreign diseases, there are still relevant health precautions to take. For example, the extreme summer heat needs to be

remembered if we are canvassing outside for Rock the Vote or in our off time from the placement. Additionally I have

Celiac Disease and thus live on a gluten-free diet. I have traveled plenty and have never had a problem, but it is

important to research food options beforehand. Fortunately, a quick Google search indicates literally hundreds

restaurants and shops with gluten free options in DC, and the availability of gluten free items in traditional supermarkets

has grown exponentially in recent years.

In terms of personal safety, DC is obviously subject to crime. Based on our residential placement at WISH, we will all

be commuting to RTV, presumably via the Metro. Fortunately, we all have the same work placement and should be able

to commute together. Work should be relatively risk-free, but we will need to be smart about travel or time in DC high

schools. In our down time, we'll want to take advantage of all the city has to offer, and it's important that we try to do

this in groups. While there are times and places where it is plenty safe to be alone, it feels ill advised to roam the city at

night alone, particularly when clearly not necessary.

Travel Information

Accepted travel conditions? yes

Will you be traveling by air or using other transportation?:

Other

Departing From
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City:

Newark, NJ

Departure Date:

Sat Jun 04 00:00:00 -0400 2011

Main Parental Contact

Name:

George T Carotenuto

Relationship:

Father

Phone:

973-714-0565

Email:

gcarot@optonline.net
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